
	
	
	

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Lynxspring's Solutions Showcased at 2015 AHR Expo 
 
 
Lee’s Summit, MO – December 5, 2014 - Lynxspring, a premier developer and provider of open platform 

control solutions for building automation, energy management, cyber protection, and device-to-enterprise 

integration today announced that it will be will be showcasing its portfolio of open building automation and 

control solutions at the 2015 AHR Expo, taking place January 26- January 28 at Chicago's McCormick 

Place. Lynxspring will be at Booth # 3723 located in the Building Automation & Control Showcase. 

 

For system integrators, contractors, and consulting engineers, Lynxspring will be featuring the company's 

Niagara based, JENEsys Building Operating System; an open, unified, building operating system that 

combines connectivity, integration and interoperability, supervision and control, energy management, 

visualization and actionable information (data & analytics) into a single, integrated architecture within a 

cyber-secured environment.  JENEsys enables system integrators to easily provide true open solutions 

without regard for specific protocols, products or technologies and enable building owners and operators 

to manage and operate their facilities and equipment smarter, safer, more efficiently, and at peak 

performance levels. The company will also be demonstrating some of the new features of the soon to be 

released Niagara 4. 

 

In addition, the company will be demonstrating JENEsysONE, an application specific programmable 

equipment controller and LYNX CyberPRO, the industry's first cyber-threat protection solution designed 

specifically to protect building automation and energy management systems. 

 

For OEM's, Lynxspring's development group will be discussing its model, open development platform, 

and ecosystem for manufacturers looking to build and develop intelligent products and applications with 

unparalleled reliability, security, operational integrity, flexibility, and bottom-line value – without the time 

and costs associated with building a solution from scratch." 

 

"Lynxspring is committed to developing, supplying, and supporting a broad portfolio of solutions and 

options that enable system integrators, contractor, consulting engineers and OEMs to cost-effectively 
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deliver current and future solutions with outstanding performance, reliability, ease of management, and 

investment protection," said Marc Petock, Vice President, Marketing for Lynxspring.  "Our open controls, 

open protocols, and open standards based approach to automation technology helps realize the promise 

of open connectivity, interoperability, and cyber protection for any size or type facility to any user on any 

device located anywhere." 

 

2015 AHR Expo 
When: January 26 - 28, 2015 
Where: McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. 
Lynxspring Booth #3723b 
 

About Lynxspring 
Founded in 2002, Lynxspring is changing the way devices, systems, and people communicate and 

collaborate across enterprises.  Embracing open, interoperable frameworks, Lynxspring designs, 

manufactures, and distributes JENEsys®, JENEsysONE™, and LYNX CyberPRO™ brand Internet based 

automation and cyber security technology and edge-to-enterprise solutions for Intelligent Buildings, 

Building Automation, Energy Management, Cyber Threat and Security Protection, Equipment Control, 

and Specialty Applications.  Technologies and solutions developed and distributed by Lynxspring, support 

multi-vendor interoperability simplifying the automation and information architecture from the edge across 

the enterprise; significantly lowers costs and enables users to go further to manage and operate their 

facilities and equipment smarter, safer, securely, more efficiently, and at peak performance levels. 
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